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Abstract 

 

In both highly developed and exploratory hydrocarbon producing regions the predictability of reservoir properties is limited by the quality and 

amount of available data. During the latest industry downturn, we have been challenged with ‘do more with less capital’ and subsequently less 

subsurface information, while maintaining, and in some cases, improving probability of success. However, if a systematic approach to 

interpretation of the available data is employed, a maximization of return on investment and confident decision making is obtained. Here we 

present an example of the Highvale Oil pool located in Central Alberta, Canada, which produces light oil from dolomitized carbonates of the 

Mississippian Banff Formation and we employ a systematic approach to the integration of outcrop data, a pre-existing 3D seismic survey, and 

petrophysical log data in order to gain a clear definition of the subsurface. This approach includes outcrop analysis, the creation of internal 

stratigraphic correlation within the erosional remnants of the Banff Formation, the identification of fluid contacts, estimation of saturations and 

porosity, mineral identification and the integration of recently developed 5D interpolation of seismic data to regularize, fill in data gaps, to 

increase the fold and create the common depth point gathers more suited to pre-stack time migration (PSTM). With nominal costs and time 

associated with data quality improvements and interpretations of the existing data, the resultant work provides a clear image of the Highvale 

Oil Pool Mississippian surface. This approach to subsurface prediction and planning leads to savings, including necessary data integration, 

interpretation time, confidence in the subsurface model and ultimately optimizing drilling locations. 
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Summary
In both highly developed and exploratory hydrocarbon producing regions the predictabili-
ty of reservoir properties is limited by the quality and amount of available data. During the 
latest industry down turn, we have been challenged with ‘do more with less capital’ and 
subsequently less subsurface information, while maintaining and in some cases improv-
ing probability of  success. However, if a systematic approach to interpretation of the 
available data is employed, a maximization of return on investment and confident decision 
making is obtained.

Here we present an example of the Highvale Oil pool located in Central Alberta, Canada, 
which produces light oil from dolomitized carbonates of the Mississippian Banff Forma-
tion and we employ a systematic approach to the integration of outcrop data, a pre-exist-
ing 3D seismic survey and petrophsyical log data in order to gain a clear definition of the 
subsurface.  This approach includes outcrop analysis, the creation of internal stratigraph-
ic correlation within the erosional remnants of the Banff Formation, the identification of 
fluid contacts, estimation of saturations and porosity, mineral identification and the inte-
gration of recently developed 5D interpolation of seismic data to regularize, fill in data 
gaps, to increase the fold and create the common depth point gathers more suited to 
pre-stack time migration (PSTM).

With nominal costs and time associated with data quality improvements and interpreta-
tions of the existing data, the resultant work provides a clear image of the Highvale Oil 
Pool Mississippian surface. This approach to subsurface prediction and planning leads to 
savings including, necessary data integration, interpretation time, confidence in the sub-
surface model and ultimately optimizing drilling locations.

Location and Bedrock Geology 

HighvaleArea

From: Atlas of Western Canada Sedimentary Basin, Authors: B.C. Richards - Geological Survey of 
Canada, Calgary J.E. Barclay - Geological Survey of Canada, Calgary D. Bryan - PanCanadian
Petroleum Ltd., Calgary A. Hartling - PanCanadian Petroleum Ltd., Calgary C.M. Henderson -
University of Calgary, Calgary R.C. Hinds - University of Pretoria Exploration Centre, Pretoria, 
South Africa
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Out Crop Analysis

Mid-ramp and Inner ramp facies. Arrow indicates grainstone lling channel with in thinly-bedded argillaceous, cherty bryozoan and 
crinoidal wackestones of the Ban  Forma on. Canyon Creek, Moose Mountain., Alberta. Scale bar 4m.  Taken from Temperature-
stra ed Mississippi an carbonates as hydrocarbon reservoirs-examples from the foothills of the Canadian Rockies
SEPM Special Publica ons Volume 56, January 1997, pages 391-410 Dale, William Mar n1; Borjeen, Thomas D.

In the Highvale region of Alberta, the lower Banff Formation or Banff shale is made up of and argillaceous silty pack-
stone, wackestone and mudstone while the upper Banff formation or Banff Limestone is cherty lime packestone and 
wackestone with lenses of crinoidal grainstone and packestone. In outcrop it is generally recessive and partially 
talus covered. Dolomitization of the Banff Limestone at the subcrop of the extends no greater than 30 metres below 
the unconformity surface. The Banff Formation was laid within a prograding carbonate ramp megasequence with the 
Highvale area situated in moderate to deep water in a distal ramp to slope region.

Original Oil in place (OOIP):
Primary - 46016.61 MBbl
Water Flood - 38991.25 MBbl
Pool Total - 85007.86 MBbl
% OOIP Remaining - 95 %

Original Gas in place (OGIP):
Pool Total - 86.50 Bcf

History and Development of the Highvale AreaLocation and Geologic Setting
Activity 1947-1957 - 1 Well Targeting Below the Mississippian Section  Activity 1957-1967 - 9 Wells Targeting Below the Mississippian Section  

Activity 1967-1977 - 10 Wells Targeting Below the Mississippian Section  Activity 1977-1987 - 263 Wells Targeting Below the Mississippian Section  

Activity 1997-2007 - 44 Wells Targeting Below the Mississippian Section  

Interpretation and Integration with Re-Processed Seismic
A’A Stratigraphic Petrophysical Log Cross-Section

Banff Formation Average Porosity versus Top Banff Formation Amplitude

Activity 1987-1997 - 54 Wells Targeting Below the Mississippian Section  

Tabulate coral Syringapora. Taken from Moose Mountain, Alberta. Exploring the 
Natural History of Canyon Creek and Area. Dan Quinsey

Byyozoan and Crinoid detrius. Taken from Moose Mountain, Alberta. Exploring the 
Natural History of Canyon Creek and Area. Dan Quinsey

View from top of Ban  Forma on at Moose Mountain, Alberta. Photo by Jake 
Jakielaszek. Taken from Moose Mountain, Alberta. Exploring the Natural History of 
Canyon Creek and Area. Dan Quinsey

C and B members of Ban  Forma on at Moose Mountain, Alberta.. Taken from 
Moose Mountain, Alberta. Exploring the Natural History of Canyon Creek and Area. 
Dan Quinsey

Interval

Activity 2007-2017 - 87 Wells Targeting Below the Mississippian Section  Total Activity 1947-2017 - 468 Wells Targeting Below the Mississippian Section  

SW NE

Banff Formation Porosity to Banff Formation Amplitude Crossplot 
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Introduction
The following poster shows an overview of the geophysical development of the Banff Reser-
voir in the Highvale area of Central Alberta. Highlighting improvements in processing and 
intpretation the poster shows how you can add resource value with limited capital invest-
ment.

3D vs 5D Interpolation Processing

5D Interpolation regularizes Pre-stack 3D seismic data in 5 dimensions. The 5 dimensions
involved are time, Common midpoint X (CMPX), Common midpoint Y (CMPY), azimuth, and 
offset. Time refers to trace sample time and is regularly sampled at acquisition, so there is 
no need to regularize. CMPX and CMPY are the common mid points between the shot and 
the receiver in the X and Y directions respectively. Azimuth is the bearing of the shot to re-
ceiver vector. Offset is the absolute distance from shot to receiver.

The end product of this program is a set of regularized CDP gathers. Each output
gather has the same number of traces. Each trace in each output gather has a CMPX and
CMPY equal to that of the output CMP bin center coordinate that it belongs to. Within
each azimuth bin, in each output gather, there are traces with offsets incrementing in
an orderly fashion.

The are many benefits of regularized data such as:

        1. Regularized data will help prestack migration with cancelation
        2. Regularized data will tend to remove aquistion imprints
        3. Since only the dominant spectral events are being extracted for
           the output, many forms of noise are left behind
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Interpretation of the 3D - 2012 
to 2016

Interpretation of the 3D with 
5D Interpolation - 2017

Seismic Depth Section of Original 3D Processing

CDP Fold Distribution After 5D Process

CDP Gather After 5D Process

CDP Gather a er 5D
CDP gather is less noisy and has a higher fold  
of 121 than the data without 5D 
Interpola on. The Hivale 3D is well shot, and 
the 5D results in a 50% increase in fold, and a 
resul ng SNR improvement on the stack. In 
irregular acquired 3D’s, or sparsely acquired 
3D’s the fold improvement would be 
signi cantly more.

CDP fold distribu on
a er 5D
Data is very regularly distributed in azimuth 
and o set. Horizontal axis is CMPX direc on 
o set in meters. Ver cal axis is CMPY o set 
in meters. This 5D was run using 8 azimuths. 
However, as you can see from the diagram 
only 6 azimuths appear. This is a result of 
these 2 azimuth banks (0, 180) being too far 
away from the original data in terms of 
azimuth. They exceeded the inclusion zone 
and were automa cally excluded. The 
program checks the proximity to the original 
data in terms of CMPX, CMPY,  azimuth and 
o set so that over extrapola on or 
interpola on does not occur.

CDP Fold Distribution Before 5D Process

CDP Gather Before 5D Process

CDP Gather before 5D
Data is very noisy. CDP gather fold is 81.

CDP fold distribu on 
before 5D
This gather is actually pre y good, in that it is 
randomly distributed. Normally with 3D data, 
you have very few near o sets and a large 
number of far o sets. However, this will not 
migrate as well as the regularized data. 
Horizontal axis is CMPX direc on o set in 
meters. Ver cal axis is CMPY o set in meters.

Paleozoic (Banff) Time Structure. Scale 1:40,000. CI = 10 ms.

Paleozoic (Banff) to Devonian (Wabamun) Isochron. Scale 1:40,000. CI = 10 ms. 

Paleozoic (Banff) Depth Structure. Scale 1:40,000. CI = 25 m.  

Paleozoic (Banff) Time Structure. Scale 1:40,000. CI = 10 ms.  

Paleozoic (Banff) to Devonian (Wabamun) Isochron Scale 1:40,000. CI = 10 ms  

Paleozoic (Banff) Depth Structure. Scale 1:40,000. CI = 25 m.  

Flattened on Wabamun at -950 ms Flattened on Wabamun at -950 m

K - Marker (Viking)

Paleozoic (Banff)

Devonian (Wabamun)

K - Marker (Viking)

Paleozoic (Banff)

Devonian (Wabamun)

-842 SS -877 SS -842 SS -877 SS
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Seismic Depth Slice of 3D Processing Flow at -850 m in Paleozoic (Banff) Cut, Flattened on Wabamun at -950 ms Seismic Depth Slice of 5D Interpolation Processing Flow at -850 m in Paleozoic (Banff) Cut, Flattened on Wabamun at -950 m

Depth slice at -850 m in the Banff Cut

A
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A
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Updip cut is clear on both the 3D and 5D 
processing flows but the 5D produces a 
much better image.

Down dip cut is only clear on the 5D processing

Depth slice at -850 m in the Banff Cut

Seismic Depth Section of 3D with 5D Processing



Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) recognizes 10 Banff Oils Pools within the Highvale HVN07-3D.

Government reserve numbers are as follows:

Red Outline - Highvale 3D Seismic Outline
Purple Outline - Banff Dolomite Reservoir Edge from Well Control and the HVN07 - 3D 2012
Blue Outline - Calculated Oil Pool Area = 11,516 ac (Excludes Down Dip Wet Area and Up Dip Gas Cap)

Using the Government Pool Averages the OOIP = 11,516 ac * 767.27 BBL/ac-ft * 16.61 ft = 147 mmBBL
This Resulted in a 20 mmBBL OOIP or an increase of 15.8%

Red Outline - Highvale 3D Seismic Outline
Purple Outline - Banff Dolomite Reservoir Edge from Well Control and the HVN07 - 3D 2012
Light Blue - Banff Dolomite Reservoir Edge from Well Control and the HVN07 - 3D5D 2017
Blue Outline - Calculated Oil Pool Area = 12,483 ac (Excludes Down Dip Wet Area and Up Dip Gas Cap)

Using the Government Pool Averages the OOIP = 12,483 ac * 767.27 BBL/ac-ft * 16.61 ft = 159 mmBBL
This Resulted in a 12 mmBBL OOIP or an increase of 8.2%
From the Original Government numbers we have an increase of 32 mmBBL OOIP or 25.2 %

Original vertical wells in the Highvale Paleozoic Banff Formation averaged a 5% Recovery Factor (RF).

The horizontal drilling program aggresively pursed in 2012 increased the recovery factor to 10%. This coupled with the 
waterflood has increased the recovery factor to 20%.

With the Geologic Model and the Acquisition of the Highvale HVN07-3D the OOIP increased 20 mmBBL. Taking the 
Geologic Model, adjusting it and starting the Horizontal Drilling Program along with running the 5D Interpolation on the 
HVN07-3D the OOIP increased another 12 mmBBL.
 
With the increase of 32 mmBBL OOIP from the government reserve numbers and the 
increased recovery factor of 20% we have added 6.4 mmBBL of Potential Proven (1P) 
reserves.
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AER Pool Boundries Original Banff Dolomite Reservoir Edge New Banff Dolomite Reservoir Edge - 5D Processing
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